billet is 460% longer by the end of the process, ensuring a fine grain size.
The alloy's exceptional creep properties result mainly from the stability of its microstructure -the tantalum particles pin down the grain boundaries, preventing them from moving to new positions in response to stress at high temperatures. The authors find that the rate at which creep occurs in the alloy is six to eight orders of magnitude lower than in most other nanocrystalline metals, implying a spectacular improvement in durability. However, the alloy is not a direct candidate material for the hottest sections of gas turbines because it has high strength and creep resistance only at rather low temperatures (up to 600 °C), compared with the current nickel-and cobalt-based superalloys. But its development opens the door for new types of nanocrystalline alloy, provided that several key issues are addressed.
The first main concern for the industrial use of these nanocrystalline alloys is the processing route, especially in the aerospace industry, which requires reliable and stable processes. For alloys such as that developed by Darling et al., a uniform dispersion of grain-boundary pinning particles, as well as a controlled grain size over a large volume, would be necessary for high-temperature components in gas turbines such as blades, vanes or disks. However, it would probably be difficult to achieve these two properties using the authors' processing route (particularly during the milling and severe plastic-deformation stages).
A second concern is resistance to oxidation, another design criterion for high-temperature industrial applications. Increasing the density of grain boundaries in metallic systems generally enhances oxidation because it raises the rate of grain-boundary diffusion 7 . However, a nanocrystalline alloy could be made more resistant to oxidation if a dense and protective outer oxide layer were to be rapidly grown. This could be achieved by adding to the alloy 4 construct a nanocrystalline alloy that has high-temperature resistance to creep -deformation under continuous stress. a, The alloy is based on a system of grains that are separated by boundaries made of copper atoms (a single grain is illustrated here). b, When long-term stress is applied to a typical system, the copper atoms diffuse to new positions, increasing the size of the grain. c, The authors add tantalum particles to a grain boundary. When long-term stress is applied, the size of the grain does not increase as significantly as in the case of pure copper -the alloy has greater creep resistance. elements such as aluminium or chromium, which are widely known to improve the environmental resistance of metallic materials 7 . Alternatively, a specific coating might be developed for the nanocrystalline alloy. Such a coating would need to be chemically compatible with the alloy (having similar chemical composition and thermal expansion) and contain high levels of aluminium and chromium to ensure excellent oxidation and corrosion resistance in harsh environments.
Finally, the authors' alloy would need to retain outstanding strength and creep resistance at temperatures considerably higher than 600 °C to be used for the above-mentioned gas-turbine components. Instead of copper, the grains could be made of elements such as nickel or cobalt, which have a higher melting point and a stable crystallographic structure over the entire temperature range required. With the addition of a second source of strengthening (such as intragranular precipitation 8 , a process that provides efficient obstacles to the irreversible elongation of the grains), the creep properties of the alloy might reach the level of the nickelbased superalloys that are used today, but with greater mechanical strength. This increased strength could allow load-bearing sections of the components to be made smaller, and hence vastly lower in weight -improving gas-turbine efficiency and reducing fuel consumption. ■ 
Jonathan Cormier is at École Nationale
he accumulation of DNA damage is an inevitable side effect of living, and is one of the main causes of cellular and organismal ageing. Compromised DNA repair leads to persistent DNA damage, causing age-related disorders and shortening lifespans. In humans, this can manifest as progeroid syndromes, in which children or adults age at a greatly accelerated rate. On page 427, Vermeij et al. 1 demonstrate that a relatively modest degree of dietary restriction can greatly increase the lifespans of two mouse models of these human syndromes.
The authors' mouse strains harbour mutations in genes involved in a DNArepair process called nucleotide excision repair (NER). In one strain, a mutation reduces production of the protein ERCC1, which normally forms a complex with a DNA endonuclease enzyme to create DNA breaks and excise damaged sequences. ERCC1 mutations can cause three diseases in humans 2 -the accelerated-ageing disorders Cockayne syndrome and XFE progeroid syndrome, and xeroderma pigmentosum, in which people are extremely sensitive to DNA damage by sunlight. In the other mouse strain, a mutation inhibits production of another DNA endonuclease, called XPG. Human XPG mutations can present It has previously been shown 4 that mice harbouring mutations in Ercc1 exhibit many of the metabolic responses to stress that are seen in healthy mice subjected to dietary restriction -in both, biological pathways involved in physiological maintenance are enhanced at the expense of pathways involved in growth. This is thought to be a survival response that helps to protect NER-deficient mice. Vermeij et al. therefore investigated whether dietary restriction could enhance these protective responses in their animal models. Indeed, a 30% restriction led to a substantial increase in lifespan in both strains of mouse, as compared with siblings given unlimited access to food (those fed ad libitum).
A weakness of many investigations into dietary restriction is their failure to carefully investigate physiological and structural traits of the organism under study, which together can be used to gauge healthy lifespan. Vermeij and colleagues' study is a welcome exception, because it investigates a wide range of relevant traits -including those involving the brain and neuromuscular systems, which are particularly vulnerable to damage in human DNA-repair disorders 5 . A striking finding was that mutant mice subjected to dietary restriction retained 50% more neurons than did siblings fed ad libitum. Moreover, markers of DNA damage were reduced in the dietrestricted animals (Fig. 1) , and transcriptional profiles were better preserved.
There were several other interesting findings. For instance, the authors showed that, in ERCC1-deficient mice fed ad libitum, genes that encode large proteins were more damaged than those that encode small ones. This makes sense, because DNA damage occurs randomly. As such, long genes suffer disproportionate amounts of stochastic damage. As another example, the weights of NER-deficient mice fed ad libitum gradually decreased over time, and Vermeij et al. found that these animals died when they reached around the same weight as diet-restricted mutants, which initially lost weight rapidly but then maintained a constant weight. Again, this makes senseweight loss in mutants fed ad libitum reflects physiological decline, whereas initial weight loss related to scheduled dietary restriction actually enhances physiology.
Dietary restriction has long been known to extend healthy lifespan in many animal species 5 . In usual ageing, its effects are modulated mainly through inhibition of the IGF1 and mTOR molecular signalling pathways 6 , which have roles in nutrient sensing. IGF signalling is already suppressed in NER-deficient mice 2 , so it comes as something of a surprise that the defects seen in these animals can be partially rescued by dietary restriction. Nonetheless, the authors confirmed that the IGF1 and mTOR pathways are further suppressed in the dietary-restricted mutants, indicating that the pathways' repression modulates lifespan extension, at least in part.
But how does dietary restriction reduce the accumulation of DNA damage? Although Vermeij et al. say it is inconceivable that there is a role for compensatory pathways that enhance DNA repair, it is a speculation that, in our opinion, deserves further research. The authors also speculate that there is an exaggerated response to DNA damage in NER-deficient mice, perhaps as part of an increase in the organism's response to various stress signals. Concomitant adjustments in metabolic regulation, together with alterations in the function of energy-producing organelles called mitochondria, may also shift cellular metabolism towards roles that protect the genome from damage.
Another observation by Vermeij et al. that might point towards a mechanism for dietaryrestriction-dependent reductions in DNA damage is that molecular stress responses are increased in ERCC1-deficient animals. Such stress responses are modulated, in part, by mTOR signalling 6 . Long-term treatment with rapamycin, a molecule that inhibits mTOR signalling, reduces the accumulation of DNA damage in another genomic-instability disorder, Werner syndrome 7 . There have been other examples of daily rapamycin treatments causing substantial extensions in lifespan -for instance, rapamycin approximately triples the lifespan of mice that lack a mitochondrial protein called Ndufs4, which is involved in energy production 8 . Vermeij and colleagues' study greatly strengthens the evidence supporting the idea that genomic instability is a major mechanism underlying human progeroid syndromes 9 . Moreover, modest dietary restriction could be rapidly and cheaply tested in patients with these conditions. There is little doubt that the authors' findings will lead to peer-reviewed clinical trials of modest dietary restriction, and also probably of mTOR inhibitors, in patients with progeroid syndromes that involve defective DNA repair.
Finally, the study should provide muchneeded momentum for efforts to discover pharmacological mimetics of dietary restriction that can be used in humans. But given the enormous genetic and environmental diversity between humans, and the remarkably varied responses of different strains of mice to dietary restriction 10 , the responses of individuals to such drugs will probably vary greatly. Large-scale clinical trials will be required before dietary restriction can be recommended as a general treatment for protecting genes during usual ageing. DNA damage accumulates, signalling through the protein IGF1 is suppressed, and mice age at an accelerated rate. The pathways by which these processes influence ageing are unclear (dashed arrows). b, Vermeij et al. 1 report that restricting the diets of NER-deficient mice reduces DNA damage and further suppresses IGF signalling. The average lifespan of the mice significantly increases compared with counterparts that eat freely, and they remain healthy for much longer.
CORRECTION
The News & Views article "Neuroscience: Flipping the sleep switch" by Stephane Dissel and Paul J. Shaw (Nature 536, 278-280; 2016) incorrectly stated that two potassium-channel proteins modulate a neuronal sleep-to-wake switch in fruit flies. In fact, at least three channels are involved in this process. The News & Views has now been corrected accordingly.
